Pottery At Home
Natural and Organic Forms
Inspiration from a walk,
collections of seeds and
cones and organic forms left
behind after the winter. Their
development into a hollow
ceramic form.
Beating isolation,

The world is still
beautiful

Inspiration! Is key
Poppies
When we try to decide what to make using clay it
important to find a source of inspiration and the natural
world is very good at providing that for us. A walk in the
countryside can become a fountain of nourishment a
visual and tactile experience we can translate into clay.
During my recent walk into the countryside I felt in awe of
the beauty of the dead and decaying seed heads and
cones which had dropped from trees and bushes. The
colours and the patterns, the structures and the shapes.
My imagination flowed and I saw those patterns and
shapes and textures in clay. I though how wonderful it
would be to take a lump of clay and create similar forms,
my mind ran away with forms I might create and glazes
with special finishes I could use. Textures I might utilise
and I also saw a way to use the cones and decaying
forms scattered on the ground as tools

These cones have Inspired a post finial

First stage of decay

Little windows with ledges
Sources of Inspiration

Bobble in the stem

Take photographs, make
drawings and sketch then
develop using clay. Take
notice of the textural surface
of the forms and study them
closely, note the gallery under
the collar of the seed head ,
looks like many windows with
ledges, notice the bobble in
the stem.
Look at the overall form,
bulbous at the base raising to
a smaller neck before the
collar

Poppy Seed
Head

This is a project which requires a hollow form as a base for development. It essentially involves one
of the most important processes when working with clay. If clay is too thick it will explode! The
reason being the thickness of the clay will make it almost impossible for the center of the work to dry
completely before firing. Its essential clay is completely dried out before it can be fired so the thinner
the clay wall the better. If clay is thick or solid during the firing the moisture in the center of the clay
piece which has not thoroughly dried will heat up and bubble finally turning to steam. The pressure of
the boiling moisture and the build up of steam within the piece which is drier on the outside and
therefore inconsistent in its overall dryness will cause the piece to explode. Apart from this a solid
form is a heavy ceramic form too.
Hollowing clay to prevent explosions

Identifying the central
shape for your hollow
form

There are many ways to ensure a piece of clay is hollow and indeed today potters have become increasingly creative
in the processes available to them. However the simplest way is to take a lump of clay and form the basic shape of
the desired outcome and cut it in half and then hollow it out using a scooping modelling tool before sticking it back
together. If you create the finished piece and then cut it open to hollow it out you will undoubtedly damage much of
the work so its easier to start with a hollow basic form you can make small additions to later
Create your form by patting the clay and rolling it around on the table until you have a bulbous base and thinner top
Cut it into two halves and then mark the perimeter.
You can hollow using a sculpting tool

4 When the clay is leather
hard like cardboard but still
retains some moisture, stick
the slabs together score slip
and reinforce with a coil at
every seam.

Create a star shape on the top
with a barbeque stick or pencil
and then work the lines down the side of
the form creating areas to texture and
pattern

Insert pattern of your choice
they could be lines relief or dots.
I used a pencil
Insert a hole at the base otherwise your hollow form
will explode during firing as the air inside will be trapped.
AS clay is fired it shrinks and the air will need an exit point.
You can also put your seed head in the garden on a cane
if you make the hole big enough. It will need a stoneware
glaze to withstand a frost.

Make a ball of clay and press
it into your hand until it creates a bowl shape
and then work coils around the top and press
them into the clay to create an undulating
surface

Fix top to the hollow form using slurry
you can secure with a coil worked
into the neck

Keys To Success
• Always keep spare clay in a plastic bag to
ensure it does not dry out
• When making your hollow form do not use very
soft clay the firmer the better, If it is soft wedge
it first until it firms up.
• Leave two hollowed parts to get firmer before
sticking back together however if it becomes
too hard it will not join!. Keep an eye on your
clay as it dries. Use plenty of slurry and do not
forget the coil!
• Keep soft and hard clay separately.
• Hard clay can be returned to us we will recycle
it. You can use your soft clay for another idea
but return it if you don’t wish to we can use it!
• Look at YouTube video ,Quick tips 2,. How to
look after your clay

Important information

Send clay back you do not use. Separate the
hard from the soft clay and keep the soft clay
in plastic
We will fire your hollow form and anything you
make with your spare clay its included in the
parcel cost
Put your finished piece into plastic once it has
dried enough to appear strong. Do this before
it completely dries out and becomes brittle it
will be too difficult to transport without
breaking it at this point. Completely dried out
clay which breaks can not be repaired easily.
After firing your work will be in a new clay
parcel with glazes for painting the cost of your
glaze box will include firing.
Return your box within 7 days so that we can
reuse the tools and prepare for another
person. Lost tools will be charged for.
Above all HAVE FUN!!

